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Executive Summary 
In this document (Doc_P1_S1_ProjectSummary), we present a synthesis of the project proposal and its 

updates done during the Pre-Assessment Phase until the 1st review round. 

Some background information is also given to help understanding decisions made and methods adopted 

in the current context; such as:  

 the funding agency type – the European Civil Protection; 

 their expectations; 

 the general purpose of this effort – a first region-wide long-term assessment;  

 the feedback received from End-Users (both at the Project Kick-Off Meeting, Rome, and at the 
Technical Review Meeting, Athens). 

We then report about the “proposal execution decisions and specifications” concerning both technical 

and dissemination aspects, made by the Project Manager (PM) and by the Technical Integrator (TI) 

before the implementation of the PTHA.  

We focus, in particular, on those aspects that are not entirely standard practice in S-PTHA and / or 

approaches to specific issues that have been developed on purpose within the EU Project ASTARTE 

(http://www.astarte-project.eu/) or TSUMAPS-NEAM. 

The full documentation regarding the project, and some technical documents on specific topics are 

provided as Appendices to this document. They are:  

o T1 and T2 forms (documents containing the technical descriptions of the project) + 

updated GANTT: ‘T1_2017-01-24.pdf’ and ‘T2_2017-01-24.pdf’; ‘Gantt_2017-01-24.pdf’. 

o The relevant sections of ASTARTE D8.39 (ASTARTE_D839_Excerpt_w/References.pdf). 

o A. Herrero et al. EGU 2017 ‘Poster_Non_PlanarV2.pdf’; Molinari et al. (2016) NHESS 

paper, Selva et al. (2016) GJI paper. 

  

http://www.astarte-project.eu/
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1 Proposal Summary 

1.1 The Project 
The TSUMAPS-NEAM project aims to develop the first homogeneous region-wide long-term 

Probabilistic earthquake-induced Tsunami Hazard Assessment (Seismic PTHA, S-PTHA) for the 

coastlines of the North East Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and connected seas (NEAM), and trigger a 

common tsunami-risk management strategy in the region. 

These results will be achieved through: 

1) realization of state-of-the-art SPTHA with full uncertainty treatment; 

2) review process with international experts;  

3) production of the PTHA database and maps; 

4) publicity of results through an awareness raising and education phase, and a capacity building 

phase. 

The PTHA products can serve as a basis for future local and national PTHA efforts and be the first step 

to include tsunamis in multi-hazard risk assessments. 

The project is funded by the European Commission under the auspices of the Directorate General of the 

European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (DG-ECHO) set forth in 2015 with a call for 

proposals for prevention and preparedness projects in the field of civil protection and marine pollution 

(http://ec.europa.eu/echo/funding-evaluations/financing-civil-protection/calls-for-proposal/2015-

prevention-and-preparedness_en). After evaluation, 25 projects were funded under this call 

(http://ec.europa.eu/echo/search/site/2015_en?f[0]=im_field_year_2%3A2015). 

The duration of the project was initially set to 18 months and then extended to 21 months; it started on 

01/01/2016 and will end on 30/09/2017. The project extension was required to meet the opportunity of 

having the project final meeting together with IOC/UNESCO and thereby creating an excellent occasion 

for the publicity scopes of the project. Some internal deadlines and milestones have also changed 

accordingly to the extension and review of the project tasks. The current detailed version of the project 

can be found in the attached official project documentation: ‘T1_2017-01-24.pdf’ and ‘T2_2017-01-

24.pdf’. The updated timeline can be found in the attached file ‘Gantt_2017-01-24.pdf’. 

The project development and activities can be followed through the project website 

http://www.tsumaps-neam.eu/. 

1.2 Understanding the framework of the Project under the EU DG-ECHO 
TSUMAPS-NEAM is a Prevention Project, Priority 3, External Budget item. These terms reflect the DG-

ECHO funding scheme. 

http://ec.europa.eu/echo/funding-evaluations/financing-civil-protection/calls-for-proposal/2015-prevention-and-preparedness_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/funding-evaluations/financing-civil-protection/calls-for-proposal/2015-prevention-and-preparedness_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/search/site/2015_en?f%5B0%5D=im_field_year_2%3A2015
http://www.tsumaps-neam.eu/
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The DG-ECHO funds two types of projects: 1) Prevention Projects and 2) Preparedness Projects. 

1) PREVENTION PROJECTS: Prevention means any action aimed at reducing risks or mitigating 

adverse consequences of disasters for people, the environment and property, including cultural 

heritage. 

2) PREPAREDNESS PROJECTS: Preparedness means a state of readiness and capability of human 

and material means, structures, communities and organisations enabling them to ensure an 

effective rapid response to a disaster, obtained as a result of action taken in advance. 

Within the Prevention projects the following priorities exist: 

1) Action-oriented projects focusing on “risk-proofing" of public and/or private investments and 

development and testing of tools and methodologies for tracking of resilient investments.  

2) Pilot and demonstration projects with replication capacity focusing on urban resilience to 

disasters. Projects should build upon existing knowledge and good practices (e.g. resilient cities 

scoreboard and campaign, local resilience forums, local climate change adaptation strategies). 

3) Technical cooperation projects with the objective of implementing at all levels of government 

methodologies aiming at developing multi-hazard assessments of risks and risk management 

capabilities and risk management planning, including cross border dimension. 

For all projects, there exist the following two types of budgeting: 

1) Internal Budget item: projects covering the Participating States in the EU Civil Protection 

Mechanism.  

2) External Budget item: projects covering the Enlargement countries and the European 

Neighbourhood Policy countries.  

The DG-ECHO specifies that "...funds from the external budget item can be allocated to projects 

addressing the needs in European Neighbourhood Policy countries and enlargement countries“ and that 

"the results of the project shall be mainly for the benefit of the enlargement countries and the European 

Neighbourhood Policy countries and relevant for the EU." 

1.3 Project partnership, roles, and tasks 
The project partnership is reported in the table below. 

Institution Country EU status Role 

INGV Italy Member State Coordinator 

NGI Norway Participating State Partner 

IPMA Portugal Member State Partner 

GFZ Germany Member State Partner 

METU Turkey Enlargement Partner 

UB Spain Member State Partner 

NOA Greece Member State Partner 

CNRST Morocco Neighbourhood Policy Partner 

INM Tunisia Neighbourhood Policy Partner 
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The responsibilities for the project main tasks, and actions within them, are distributed as shown in the 

table below. 

Task 
ID 

Task Title Actions 
Task leader 
institutions 

A 
Management and Reporting 
to the Commission 

A.1 Coordination 
A.2 Management and Reporting 

INGV 

B Hazard Assessment 

B.1 Earthquake Model 
B.2 Tsunami Modelling 
B.3 Probabilistic Model 
B.4 Hazard Analysis 

INGV + IPMA 

C Review and Sanity Check 
C.1 Best Practices 
C.2 Expert’s Review and Sanity Check 
C.3 Documentation 

GFZ + NOA 

D Publicity 
D.1 Awareness and Education 
D.2 Capacity Building 

METU 

 

1.4 Project deliverables 
The list below summarizes the project deliverables per task. The deadline for each deliverable is 

indicated as month number from the start of the project. 

Task A 

 D1. First Progress Report (M7) 

 D2. Second Progress Report (M14) 

 D3. Final Report (M21) 

Task B 

 D4. Online Tsunami Hazard Database (M14) 

 D5. Tsunami Hazard and Probability Maps (M14) 

Task C 

 D6. Experts’ Review and Sanity Check (M18) 

 D7. Methods and data Documentation (M18) 

Task D 

 D8. Project Website (M4) 

 D9. Awareness and Education Materials (M16) 

 D10. Guidelines and Training Tools (M19) 

 D11. Layman’s Report (M21) 

At the time of writing this document, D1, D2, D4 (Preliminary version), D5 (Preliminary version), and D8 

are completed. D9 is under completion and will be transmitted in one-two weeks. 
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More specifically, D4 (Online Tsunami Hazard Database) and D5 (Tsunami Hazard and Probability Maps) 

can be accessed, in protected mode, through an interactive tool, the TSUMAPS-NEAM Interactive 

Hazard Curve Tool, via the temporary link http://ai2lab.org/tsumapsneam/interactive-hazard-curve-

tool/ (password made available upon request). 

This website demonstrates that the preliminary hazard curve database and the corresponding tool to 

visualize it are all in place and working. The most important missing features is the switch to visualize 

the probability maps, but it will be implemented soon. Moreover, several versions of the probability and 

hazard maps will be provided for different intensities and average return periods. However, the data 

uploaded so far do not reflect values and coverage described in the actual content of the project hazard 

assessment. We thus make the access credential (link and password) to this website available only 

within the project partnership and the Commission. 

Please also note that the entire hazard tool will be migrated to the official project website 

(http://www.tsumaps-neam.eu/) at the end of the project and then made accessible to the public. 

  

http://ai2lab.org/tsumapsneam/interactive-hazard-curve-tool/
http://ai2lab.org/tsumapsneam/interactive-hazard-curve-tool/
http://www.tsumaps-neam.eu/
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2. Proposal execution decisions and specifications 
This section is about the main, yet in some cases preliminary, decisions on some technical aspects, and 

some result dissemination policy aspects, which were only qualitatively described in the project 

proposal.  

The decisions were made by the Project Manager (PM) and by the Technical Integrator (TI) during 

several meetings, workshops and remote conversations. 

Overall, these decisions concern: the selection of the Points of Interest (POIs) along the coastlines of the 

NEAM region; the treatment of the different source regions potentially affecting these POIs; the 

approach to include earthquake slip distribution and tsunami numerical modelling, and the 

approximations made therein; the uncertainty treatment from source to site; the hazard intensity 

metric; the ranges and discretization of the hazard curves; the exposure window for probability maps 

and the average return period for hazard maps. 

We present here only a brief description of these topics; further necessary details and actual datasets 

will be presented in the more extended specifications in the preliminary implementation plan 

(Doc_P1_S4_Prel_Impl_Plan), describing the models (with alternatives) to be actually implemented.  

Some decisions may change in due course; some aspects of the models may be not implemented due to 

limited resources. However, in case of any updates, we’ll document them accurately in the 

documentation for the second review round. 

2.1 Points of Interest (POIs) 
The POIs are the locations where the output of the tsunami simulations is stored for subsequent hazard 

calculations. They nominally lie on the 50 meters isobaths of the NEAM region (see figure 2.1 below), 

and they are approximately regularly spaced at 20 km from each other.  

The choice of the 50 m isobaths is motivated by the need of a compromise between preserving linearity 

of the tsunami propagation, on one hand, and being close enough to a coastline, on the other hand. 

Linearity is needed because, in current approach, individual tsunami propagation scenarios are obtained 

by linear superposition of virtual tsunamis generated either by unit Gaussian-shape sources distributed 

along the sea surface, or by unit sub-faults (see section 2.2). 

We make this approximation since the probabilistic earthquake models include tens of millions of 

scenarios, and thus it is mandatory to reduce computational costs. Still, millions of linear combinations 

together with accompanying post-processing (e.g., calculation of coastal amplification) are time 

consuming. Hence, our strategy is to start with a reduced set of POIs, e.g. 200 km from each other and 

calculate the hazard curves with this coarser step along the coasts. We’ll then progressively “densify” 

the results down to the desired resolution. 
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FIGURE 2.1.1 Distribution of Points of Interest (POIs) in the NEAM region. 

2.2 Treatment of earthquake sources and tsunami modelling 
To deal with epistemic uncertainty concerning earthquake sources, seismicity is treated with two 

different modelling approaches: Predominant Seismicity (PS) and Background Seismicity (BS).  

Generally speaking, PS is meant to capture the (generally larger) earthquakes generated by rather well 

known faults (e.g. plate boundaries in general, and subduction zones in particular), thus constraining the 

epistemic uncertainty, while BS takes into account all other earthquakes, including those at unknown or 

unmapped faults (see Figure below). This seismicity-splitting approach was first introduced for SPTHA by 

Selva et al. (2016). In the probabilistic calculations, PS and BS probabilities are balanced to represent 

actual seismicity. 

Predominant Seismicity (PS) source definition: Several individual well-known fault structures may be of 

particular relevance for tsunami generation (i.e., they are deemed to generate larger magnitude 

earthquakes as, for example, subduction interfaces). Since such structures are well known (e.g., in their 

3D geometric fault properties), earthquakes generated by them can be treated separately from the rest 

of the seismicity (the BS) in order to maximize the use of all the available information. This approach will 

significantly constrain the epistemic uncertainty related to the source parameters. 

Background Seismicity (BS) source definition: Since earthquakes also occur outside the well-known 

faults, and not all tsunamigenic faults are mapped well enough, we introduce so-called background 
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seismicity (BS). BS exists in addition to PS and accounts for earthquakes occurring everywhere within a 

crustal volume with a certain variability of the faulting mechanism. The presence of known faults (not 

those already treated as PS), historical seismicity (focal mechanisms), and dominant stress regime can 

be used to constrain probabilities of distribution of various faulting mechanisms. 

In each region defined by the tectonic regionalization (see Figure 2.2.1), three different situations may 

occur:  

1) a region is treated as a mix of PS and BS (e.g. a subduction zone and crustal earthquakes above 

it); 

2) a region is treated as pure BS region (similarly to usual PSHA approaches) if there are no well 

mapped major structures;  

3) a region is treated as pure PS region; this generally applies to source zones located far away 

from the target POIs, in this case modelling a subset of the largest earthquakes is sufficient (e.g. 

the Caribbean subduction zone with respect to the target POIs in the North-East Atlantic); a 

region can also be simplified to a pure PS because the allotted project resources do not allow 

tsunami simulations for numerous BS sources (e.g. the spreading ridge and transform faults in 

the mid-Atlantic Sea); future updates of the SPTHA will possibly integrate the BS approach on 

the closest or intermediate distance source regions not considered here. 

The PS sources and the ensuing tsunamis are modelled following two different strategies, depending on 

the location of the sources with respect to the POIs. 

The PS sources in the Mediterranean are always close to the coastlines. Hence, sufficiently ‘short-

wavelength’ slip heterogeneity needs to be modelled. For Hellenic, Cyprus and Calabrian Arcs, in the 

Mediterranean Sea (see Figure 2.2.2), the PS ruptures are modelled using non-planar triangular meshes 

(with typical edge length of about 15 km) implying heterogeneous stochastic slip distribution (see 

section ). Resulting sea-surface deformation is then projected onto the tsunami unit sources as 

described in section . 

For several seismic sources, such as Gloria fault zone, normal and transform faults along the Mid-

Atlantic Ridge, and the Caribbean subduction (Figure 2.2.2), PS is modelled using planar rectangular 

faults divided into subfaults. Here, tsunami unit sources are directly related to the unit slip at the 

subfaults and the slip distribution is assumed to be uniform with its value obtained from a scaling law. 

This approach is used also for the parts of the fault segments of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Gloria 

fault covered by Gaussians (the light-blue area in Figure 2.2.2). These quite common simplifications, 

made to save computation time, are considered appropriate because these structures are very distant 

from the target coast lines. Due to the large uncertainty on available models, the approach for the Cadiz 

subduction (Figure 2.2.2) is still under discussion, and the decision is pending on whether it should be 

treated as PS or incorporated into the BS. 
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FIGURE 2.2.1 Tectonic regionalization. The blue outline marks the area where the tsunami unit 

sources are pre-calculated (see also Figure 2.2.2). 

Virtual tsunamis for the elementary Gaussian-shape unit sources are routinely computed at a fine 

resolution, 30 arc seconds, bathymetric grid. Spatial and temporal extensions of the  simulation domain 

depend on the maximum earthquake magnitude that needs to be simulated at each location. Moreover, 

Gaussians needs to be quite small to approximate relatively small earthquake displacements. Hence, the 

number of simulations is on the order of hundreds of thousands. Therefore, to limit the computational 

cost, very large simulation domains have been used only for Gaussians around the SWIM source zone (at 

the Atlantic side of the Gibraltar Strait, which includes the 1755 Lisbon earthquake and tsunami source 

zone), where the faults are too uncertain to be treated as PS. Anywhere else in the Atlantic, Gaussians 

are used only to treat smaller events in the BS (up to M7.5), whereas the bigger earthquakes (up to M9) 

are included as PS simulated with subfaults. Figure 2.2.3 shows the NEA Gaussian source zones together 

with the extent of the corresponding associated simulation domains. The largest domain enclosed in the 

dashed-line rectangle is the one used for the Gaussians used to cover the SWIM source zone. 
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FIGURE 2.2.2 Predominant seismicity (PS) and background seismicity (BS) sources. 

 

FIGURE 2.2.3 NEA Gaussian source zones (left) and the associated simulation domains (right). 

Gloria fault 

Cadiz subd. 
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In order to capture the full epistemic uncertainty of seismic sources, earthquakes envisaged to occur 

outside the PS, or those that have focal mechanisms different from the PS-dominant, are taken into 

account by the BS. The light-blue area in Figure 2.2.2 illustrates the coverage of the BS zones with 

Gaussian unit sources (Section ) in the Mediterranean region, including the Black Sea, and in part of the 

Atlantic Sea. This coverage includes a number of tsunami scenarios in the order of many millions. The BS 

are spatially treated through a regular grid composed by non-conformal equal-area cells of 25x25 km 

(Figure 2.2.4). The grid origin coordinates are 24°N - 3°E. In each cell, probability density function of 

faulting mechanisms at each node of the regular grid is constrained by (1) earthquake catalogues and (2) 

by the geometry of mapped crustal faults not treated as PS (Figure 2.2.5). 

 

FIGURE 2.2.4 Regular grid (grey quadrangles) for the background seismicity (BS) sources covering the 

entire domain of Gaussian units (blue outline). 

At each node (x,y) of the grid, different focal depths (z) and focal mechanisms (strike, dip, rake), with 

different magnitudes, are allowed (see e.g. the Event Tree table in Section 2.5.1 of this document). The 

discrete parameter space covered by this single-fault homogeneous slip events will be described in 

another document (Doc_P1_S4_Prel_Impl_Plan.docx). It is in dealing with this large amount of events 

that the sea surface tsunami unit source approach described in Section  reveals its full potential. In 

particular, unit Gaussian-shaped sources at the sea surface do not constrain any faulting mechanism, 

which is instead the case of the classical subfaults approach.  
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FIGURE 2.2.5 Crustal faults and location of earthquake focal mechanisms used to constrain the 

faulting mechanisms of the background seismicity (BS). Light blue area as in Figure 2.2.2. 

Potential BS sources within the stable oceanic regions of the Atlantic Sea, to the north and to the south 

of the area covered by Gaussian unit sources and to the west of the mid-Atlantic spreading ridge, are 

ignored. This choice is supported by the observation that the seismicity of plate interiors, including both 

oceanic and continental stable regions, accounts for less than 4% of all global seismicity (Kagan et al., 

2010). 

More in general, BS occurring within all far-distant areas in relation to the Atlantic coasts is neglected, 

assuming that it has a very little impact on hazard. One exception is around Iceland, this region will be 

covered by Gaussian sources as soon as Project resources make it possible. 

By modeling of PS and BS sources, the initial sea level elevation field is obtained from the co-seismic sea 

floor displacement using a rough implementation of the low-pass Kajiura filter (Kajiura, 1963). Present 

implementation is rough as it assumes a constant water depth within the source area. This depth is 

averaged along the four corners of the rupture surface projection. Recall that the efficiency of the 

Kajiura filter against smaller wavelength increases with water depth. 

2.2.1 Uniform vs Heterogeneous slip 

Heterogeneity of the slip distribution is well known to influence the tsunami impact particularly in the 

near-field of the source. The extent of the near-field region increases with the size of the fault rupture, 

which in turn increases with the earthquake magnitude.  
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Ideally, a very big number of different heterogeneous slip scenarios should be used, but this might be 

practically unfeasible. It was thus decided to use uniform slip for the BS, and heterogeneous stochastic 

slip distributions only for PS within the Mediterranean, that is for the subduction zones, starting from a 

given lowest magnitude value, likely from 7.5-8 depending on the zone. The exact minimum magnitude 

will be decided on the basis of the results of ongoing sanity checks and sensitivity analysis of the 

preliminary hazard results. It is also still under discussion the decision on the use of heterogeneous slip 

for the closest source zones in the North East Atlantic (the SWIM BS source zone; the Gloria PS source 

zone). 

A recently developed algorithm for putting a composite stochastic slip distribution on 3D (non-planar) 

faults is used (Herrero et. al. EGU 2017 poster included as appendix contains some further details). 

Figure 2.2.6 shows two examples for slip distributions with one and two “asperities” and a k-2 spectrum.  

 

FIGURE 2.2.6 Examples of slip distributions on non-planar faults with one asperity (left) or two 

asperities (right). 

Another issue yet to be addressed is depth-dependence of the spatial slip probability; for example, as 

the result of depth-dependent rigidity and / or shallow slip amplification. Its implementation is not 

trivial. Nevertheless, this aspect is expected to have a significant influence on hazard and must be 

considered as a future update of the assessment: the point will be clearly documented for the next 

revision round. 

2.2.2 Tsunami unit sources for modelling deep sea tsunami propagation 

We use a database of pre-calculated tsunami waveforms at the POIs, obtained by numerical propagation 

triggered by uniformly spaced Gaussian-shaped elementary sources at the sea surface. It is important 

that, in contrast to the common tectonic unit-sources technique, present surface unit sources are fully 

independent of any presumed earthquake focal mechanism. Based on arbitrary initial sea surface 

displacement, the database allows the fast calculation of full waveforms at POIs (distributed along the 

50 m isobaths) by means of linear superposition. A computationally inexpensive procedure is set to 

estimate the weights for the linear superposition based on the preservation of potential energy of the 

initial elevation field. The size (~20 km base width) and spacing (~7 km) of elementary sources (Figure 

2.2.7) is fine enough to satisfactorily reproduce the effects of M ≥ 6.0 earthquakes. 
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FIGURE 2.2.7 Unit source size and spacing. 

Tsunami propagation from Gaussian sources to POIs is modelled by using the Tsunami-HySEA code (e.g. 

de la Asunción et al., 2013), a GPU finite volume solver for the non-linear shallow water (NLSW) 

equations developed by the EDANYA Group of the Applied Mathematics Department of University of 

Malaga, Spain (https://edanya.uma.es/). As said, the database is independent on the faulting geometry 

and mechanism, which makes it applicable in any tectonic environment; hence, it can be used to 

“propagate” both the PS and the BS sources.  

We have tested that weak non-linearity of tsunami evolution affects the reconstruction of the 

waveforms and of their maxima by introducing an almost unbiased (centered at zero) error distribution 

of relatively modest extent. Depending on the project resources, this uncertainty can be propagated 

onto the final hazard estimates. In Figure 2.2.8 (from Molinari et al., 2016) the maximum amplitudes 

from linear combinations are plotted versus those by direct simulations showing limited scatter; the 

histogram of the percentage errors is also shown. More details on the database of Gaussian unit sources 

can be found in Molinari et al. (2016), which is provided as appendix to this document. At the time of 

writing the paper, the database covered only the Mediterranean Sea. For TSUMAPS-NEAM, the 

coverage of the different source zones with the unit sources was extended to the Black Sea and to some 

regions of the North East Atlantic, as shown in Figures 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

 

https://edanya.uma.es/
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FIGURE 2.2.8 Maximum amplitudes from linear combinations versus those by direct simulations (left), 

and histogram of the percentage errors (right). 

2.3 Tsunami Hazard Intensity metrics 
We’ll provide the final results using three different hazard intensity metrics.  

We propose to use as principal quantity the Maximum Inundation Height (MIH), that is the estimated 

maximum flow depth from the envelope of the tsunami wave at all times (see Figure 2.3.1). We briefly 

report in the next sections how this quantity is approximated starting from offshore (50 m isobath) 

tsunami wave amplitudes and how the estimated uncertainty is combined with other uncertainty 

sources. 

 

FIGURE 2.3.1 Graphical representation of the Maximum Inundation Height. 

MIH is suitable for a regional, initial screening assessment type such as the objective of TSUMAPS-

NEAM. Computing of full probabilistic inundation maps for the whole region is not a feasible task within 

the current Project. Moreover, reliable inundation maps would require high-resolution DEMs which are 

not available with the exception of a few locations. The TSUMAPS-NEAM results must be considered 

only as input reference study for further site-specific assessments, and this will be clearly stated when 

presenting the results. 

Converting the MIH into expected inundation distances / runups by means of an approximate treatment 

of inland dissipation is still under discussion, and the outcomes of this discussion will be reported for the 

next review round. 

Nevertheless, two other quantities will be provided as alternative hazard intensity measures: the ‘raw’ 

tsunami heights obtained at the 50 m isobaths as well as wave heights evaluated at 1 m depth by 

application of the common Green’s law. 

2.3.1 Approximation of MIH with local amplification factors 

The standard way of estimating the tsunami run-up and producing inundation maps is to apply depth 

averaged nonlinear shallow water (NLSW) models that include drying-wetting schemes. However, these 

detailed numerical inundation simulations are computationally too intensive for the project objectives 
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because we need (i) to estimate tsunami run-up height for millions of scenarios, and (ii) to reach the 

resolution of the local costal complexity while covering large stretches of coastlines at the scale of the 

whole NEAM region. Therefore, we approximate the maximum inundation height (MIH) at any location 

of a coastline using the method of amplification factors. This is a computationally inexpensive approach 

suitable for establishing the MIH for large regions. The amplification factors method can be used to 

produce tsunami hazard maps starting form regional tsunami simulations. 

The regional approach is primarily meant as an initial screening needed for comparing different areas 

and / or locating areas that are particularly hazardous. We stress that locally, e.g. for a given harbor or 

city, this approach would not be suitable, and high-resolution numerical inundation models should be 

used. 

The amplification factors method relates the near-shore surface elevations at the offshore POIs to the 

maximum shoreline water levels. The surface elevation at the shoreline then acts as an approximation 

for the maximum inundation height or run-up height along the shoreline. 

The basic principles of method are described by Løvholt et al. (2012) and Løvholt et al. (2015). It makes 

use of linear wave theory, and for non-breaking plane waves the amplification factor method should 

then theoretically yield the exact run-up. Wave propagation is simulated along bathymetric transects, 

using 1D LSW model all the way to the shoreline. The incident wave is a sinusoidal pulse, with leading 

peak or leading trough. Combined with results from offshore tsunami simulations, it can be used to 

estimate the mean or median tsunami run-up or maximum inundation height at a coastal location. 

However, the Løvholt et al. (2012) and Løvholt et al. (2015) version of the method used amplification 

factors determined for a set of idealized coastal profiles; then, the profile best matching the real profile 

was searched and the corresponding amplification factor used for hazard calculations. 

We here employ a new and improved version of the amplification method originally proposed by 

Løvholt et al. (2012). The new amplification factor method takes into account shoaling on the local 

bathymetry. The new method uses a set of local transects normal to the coastline. The amplification 

factor applied to the specific stretch of coast is the median of those obtained for each transect within 

that stretch. The local amplification factor method is expected to replicate the median tsunami 

inundation height more accurately than the previous method using idealized profiles. However, as the 

method is intrinsically deterministic, we need to compare the method with local inundation models to 

quantify its associated bias and uncertainty. Quantifying this uncertainty is also necessary for the 

general uncertainty quantification of tsunami hazards in TSUMAPS-NEAM.  

This new version of the method was partly developed within the ASTARTE EU project 

(http://www.astarte-project.eu/). Some details are then described in the ASTARTE Deliverable D8.39, 

Section 3.2. An excerpt from D8.39 with relevant information is reported as an Appendix 

(ASTARTE_D839_Excerpt_w/References.pdf). 

The full set of transects for the whole NEAM region, and the full set of amplification factors, have been 

developed within the TSUMAPS-NEAM project. Figure 2.3.2 shows all transects that we analyzed within 

the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, and the North East Atlantic. 

http://www.astarte-project.eu/)
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FIGURE 2.3.2 Map of transects for the analysis of the amplification factors in the NEAM region. 

The amplification factors have been calculated for incident wave with both leading peak (positive) and 

leading trough (negative), and for wave periods ranging from 120-3600s. Some examples of the results 

are reported in Figure 2.3.3. 

To apply the results for hazard calculations, an algorithm which extracts the period and the polarity of 

the leading wave was developed and applied to each single tsunami scenario of the SPTHA. 

The method used to determine the bias and the dispersion with respect to MIHs through detailed 

inundation numerical simulations, assuming that the MIH should be log-normally distributed, is 

explained in the excerpt from ASTARTE D8.39 provided as an Appendix to this document. 
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FIGURE 2.3.3 Sample maps of amplification factors in the NEAM region. 

With respect to that deliverable, we extended the simulations to five sites (see Figure 2.3.4) and used 

four different earthquake moment magnitudes (Mw 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, and 8.5) to reproduce different 

dominant wave periods. The simulations are performed for some sites also with different tsunami 

numerical codes, i.e. HySEA, which is the code used for all TSUMAPS-NEAM simulations, but also the 

NSWING code (Miranda et al., 2014), which is in turn largely based on the Cornell Multi-grid 

Coupled Tsunami model (COMCOT; Wang and Power, 2011) and the MOST code through the COMMIT 

interface (http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/ComMIT/). We’ll keep adding numerical simulations to better 

constrain the uncertainty. Some results are provided as an example in Figure 2.3.4. 
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FIGURE 2.3.4 Map of the sites were detailed numerical simulations were performed (upper panel), 

and two diagrams showing the distribution of MIH and fitted lognormal distribution for two sample 

sites (lower two panels). 
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2.4 Modelling of tides in the Atlantic Ocean 
The tide prediction is accomplished with the Tide Model Driver (TMD) developed by Egbert and Erofeeva 

(2002; https://www.esr.org/ptm_index.html).  

The original Atlantic Ocean inverse tide model presents a grid resolution of 1/12º. In our study, we used 

a bathymetry grid of higher resolution (1/120º) that was compiled by the TSUMAPS-NEAM team from 

different sources. This bathymetry grid file was then converted to OTIS file (the format required for the 

TMD model). 

At each POI of the NE Atlantic, the tidal signal was predicted for a 10-year period, starting from 
2017/01/01 at 00h00min00sec, and considering a sampling interval of 10 min.  

As an output of the TMD model, each POI has its corresponding predicted tide time series. Using these 
outputs, the probability density function (PDF), the cumulative density function (CDF) and the 
probability of exceedance were derived at each POI of the NE Atlantic.  

Below we show examples of calculations for 10 selected POIs (Figure 2.4.1) and the corresponding 
prediction of tide signal, PDF, CDF, and probability of exceedance (Figure 2.4.2).  

 

PoI Longitude Latitude 

1 -35.6259 66.0833 

2 -18.0250 66.60074 

3 12.97358 66.78333 

4 4.833330 56.06250 

5 -8.63833 54.98333 

6 -5.07500 48.36754 

7 -1.59417 44.84167 

8 -8.92257 42.16667 

9 -6.16249 35.39167 

10 -17.1280 21.65000 

 

FIGURE 2.4.1 Example for 10 POIs (red stars). 

 
  

https://www.esr.org/ptm_index.html
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FIGURE 2.4.2 Results from the TMD model. At left the predicted tide for a period of 10 years, and the 

corresponding PDF, CDF, and the probability of exceedance. 
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2.5 STEPS and Levels, ensemble modelling and uncertainty quantification 
The workflow for SPTHA adopted in TSUMAPS-NEAM is organized into the following 4 STEPS: 

 STEP 1: PROBABILISTIC EARTHQUAKE MODEL 

 STEP 2: TSUNAMI GENERATION & MODELING IN DEEP WATER 

 STEP 3: SHOALING AND INUNDATION 

 STEP 4: HAZARD AGGREGATION & UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION 

Each of these steps is further subdivided into several Levels (see Figure 2.5.1). These Levels constitute 

the finer grain of the analysis workflow within each STEP. Note that Level 0 at each STEP is a peculiar 

one as it contains the definition of the datasets onto which the analyses at all subsequent Levels rely. 

Sanity checks are being performed at all STEPS; the results of the sanity checks will be reported at the 

next review round. All the STEPS and Levels are briefly described in what follows. A more detailed 

description and the alternative models implemented at each level, are instead documented in the 

Preliminary Implementation Plan (Doc_P1_S4_Prel_Impl_Plan), as a result of the elicitation described in 

Doc_P1_S2_ PoEkickoff and Doc_P1_S3_Elicitation. 

 

FIGURE 2.5.1 Sketch of the workflow. 
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2.5.1 STEP 1 - PROBABILISTIC EARTHQUAKE MODEL.  

The goals of STEP 1 are:  

1) the definition of the set of seismic sources which are considered representative of all the seismic 

sources that may generate tsunamigenic earthquakes in the future; 

2) the quantification of their frequency (mean annual rates) ;  

3) the definition of their parameterisation and of the probabilities associated to their parameters.  

This analysis, i.e. the treatment of the aleatory (natural) variability of the seismic sources, is conducted 

through the definition of an Event Tree (ET). An ET is a branching graph representation of events in 

which individual branches are possible alternative steps from a general prior event, state, or condition, 

and which evolve into increasingly specific subsequent events. Examples of the use of an ET for SPTHA 

can be found in Lorito et al. (2015) and in Selva et al. (2016). This type of approach is an alternative to 

more classical approaches for the discretization of the total probability in SPTHA (e.g. Geist and Parsons, 

2006). 

STEP 1 defines the ET used in TSUMAPS-NEAM for the treatment of the seismic sources aleatory 

variability. All Levels in STEP 1 except for Level 0, which only defines the used datasets) coincide with the 

nodes of this ET. At each Level (i.e. at the ET nodes), discrete probabilities are evaluated for the 

parameters under investigation. The Levels are organized in a logical sequence, and probabilities at each 

Level are conditioned to the events at the previous Level.  

STEP 1 (the TSUMAPS-NEAM ET, see Figure 2.5.2) is organized in the following Levels: 

 Level 0: Regionalization, Definition of the Predominant Seismicity (PS) sources, Seismic DBs.  

 Level 1: Magnitude-frequency distribution for each region, defined through the contribution to 

it of Predominant Seismicity (PS) and Background Seismicity (BS).  

 Level 2a: Variability (position on hosting fault and finite fault dimensions, average slip and slip 

distribution) of earthquakes of the Predominant Seismicity in each region, given each 

magnitude. PS sources (from Level 0) are 3D, potentially curved. 

 Level 2b: Variability (location, depth, faulting mechanism, finite fault dimensions, average slip) 

of earthquakes of the Background Seismicity in each region, given each magnitude. BS sources 

are assumed planar. 

2.5.2 STEP 2 - TSUNAMI GENERATION & MODELING IN DEEP WATER. 

The goals of STEP 2 are:  

1) the numerical simulation of the sea floor displacement; 

2) the numerical simulation of the tsunami generation and propagation from the source up to a 

given bathymetric depth offshore of the target area.  

This is the STEP in which the numerical simulation of the tsunamis produced by the full set of 

earthquake scenarios defined by STEP 1 is performed. This analysis is then undertaken in TSUMAPS-

NEAM in a completely deterministic fashion. 
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As described in the previous sections, some common simplifications are here adopted, which are a 

source of uncertainty in the final results. They are: Okada-like faults in homogeneous half space; Kaijura-

type filtering of the sea floor displacement; tsunami propagation up to the POIs distributed along the 

50m isobaths and Green’s functions approach (linear combinations) to limit the computational burden 

(see Section 2.3). 

However, the Levels are separated in a way that makes simulation ‘modular’ allowing more complex 

approaches for each Level in future updates. Uncertainties introduced by these simplifications are 

addressed later at STEP 3.  

STEP 2 is organized in the following levels: 

 Level 0: Crustal model (e.g., elastic parameters); Topo-Bathymetric datasets and digital elevation 

models 

 Level 1: Co-seismic displacement model 

 Level 2: Tsunami generation model  

 Level 3: Tsunami propagation (in deep water) model 

 

 

FIGURE 2.5.2 Schematic of the Event Tree. 
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2.5.3 STEP 3 - SHOALING AND INUNDATION. 

The goals of STEP 3 are:  

1) simulation of the coastal tsunami impact;  

2) assessment of the associated uncertainties (including uncertainties originated from simplified 

source and tsunami models); 

3) combination of tsunamis with tides.  

This is the STEP in which the approximations described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.1 are implemented. 

STEP 3 also involves the combination of tides and tsunamis at coastal locations with relevant tide 

amplitudes (Section 2.4). 

 STEP 3 is organized in the following levels: 

• Level 0: Topo-bathymetric datasets and digital elevation models 

• Level 1: Amplification and inundation model 

• Level 2: Tidal stage model 

 Level 3: Uncertainty modelling for tsunami hazard metrics (including uncertainties of 

unmodelled effects from STEPS 1-3, and tides) 

Modularity of Levels leaves open possibilities for future improvements. For example, for more 

sophisticated inundation calculations in case enough computational resources and high-resolution topo-

bathymetric models become available. Another extension can be re-use of the regional results for 

subsequent local studies with cluster analysis for important scenario selection (e.g. Lorito et al., 2015). 

The modular structure can also be useful for all kinds of sensitivity studies.  

Uncertainty associated with the amplification factors method needs to be estimated here (see Section 

2.3). Moreover, uncertainties introduced by various model approximations at STEP 2 (Sections 2.2 and 

2.5.2) should be also modeled at this STEP. Hence, analysis at STEP 3 is partly deterministic and partly 

probabilistic.  

The exact way to model the aforementioned uncertainties is still under discussion. A preliminary 

assessment has been made and the following points identified:  

1. The uncertainty associated with the linear combinations (Section 2.2) should be propagated 

within the uncertainty framework established for the MIH due to the amplification factors 

method (Section 2.3); it is probably reasonable to assume that the two are not correlated;  

2. At both levels, the uncertainties have been directly estimated by comparison to the much more 

accurate numerical simulations in which the specific approximations were removed (linear 

combinations and amplification factors);  

3. Yet, the more accurate numerical simulation are done in the 2D NLSW approximation (i.e. the 

equations solved numerically are an approximation with respect to, for example, 3D free surface 

Navier-Stokes models, which in terms of computational cost are clearly out of reach for a region-

wide approach and maybe even for a site-specific approach); 
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4. It is probably feasible to assess ‘global’ uncertainties, that is combining all together the results 

from comparison over a large number of simulations spanning the source parameter space 

(location, size, mechanism, etc. of the earthquakes) and different locations (different POIs and 

test sites for inundation) and to have enough simulations to obtain quite robust estimations; 

5. It is instead more difficult to achieve enough numerical simulations to estimate ‘local’ 

uncertainties (i.e. for a given earthquake magnitude / wave periods / etc. at a given site). Hence, 

it is likely that we will get to an upper limit only for the epistemic uncertainty arising from 

tsunami modelling; we are considering the possibility and robustness of intermediate solutions 

(e.g. separating the scenarios basing on wave periods, etc.); 

6. The uncertainty stemming from a simplified modelling of the earthquake source and the 

tsunami generation process have not yet been addressed; they could be addressed following 

Davies et al. (2017); note that in this case the source effect is not separated from the 

propagation and inundation effects and this is to be taken into account;  

7. Although not feasible with the project resources, to assess the uncertainty introduced by 

simplified source modelling, further simulations and comparisons might be done by modelling 

the source / generation complexity with more sophisticated – and again more time consuming – 

techniques, by replacing Okada static initial conditions with 3D-FEM, time-dependent, 3D 

potential theory (e.g. Nosov and Kolesov, 2011), etc. approaches;  

8. An approach for assessing PDFs for the bias and dispersion of lognormal PDFs is being drafted 

starting from the above elements and reasoning; qualitative ‘safety’ factors could be discussed 

for other effects not considered, such as the various discretizations used at all levels; then, these 

PDFs can be sampled, the results combined with the tides, and the exceedance probability 

assessed. 

The outcome of this discussion will be reported in the second review stage. 

 

2.5.4 STEP 4 - HAZARD AGGREGATION & UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION 

The goals of STEP 4 are: 

1) quantification of hazard curves at target sites, that is of the exceedance probability of a chosen 

hazard metric within given time window including treatment of epistemic uncertainty; 

2) comparison with observations and disaggregation analysis.  

This STEP merges the results of STEP 1, namely the probability associated to each considered scenario, 

with the tsunami impact due to each scenario (STEP 2 + STEP 3) to calculate the hazard curves at chosen 

points of interest.  

The workflow of STEPS 1-3 is repeated for each alternative model that is adopted at any Level within 

these STEPS. The whole process of alternative selection (trimming) and weighting through multi-step 

expert elicitation is considered at Level 0 of STEP 4.  
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A very important and critical point of STEP 4 is the way in which the different alternatives are weighted, 

and how these weights are computed. The weights will be produced as a result of a second elicitation of 

the PoE, not yet performed.  

Within TSUMAPS-NEAM, the alternatives are aggregated through an ensemble modelling technique (see 

Selva et al., 2016, provided as an Appendix, for details). The ensemble of the hazard curves is produced 

from these curves and the above-mentioned weights, quantifying the inherent uncertainty. In this way, 

aleatory and epistemic uncertainty are simultaneously quantified and propagated in all the results. 

Different statistics (quantiles) of the ensemble are then used to describe the results and the uncertainty.  

Further analysis of the results (disaggregation, comparison with local observations) is also performed at 

this STEP. 

This analysis is mainly probabilistic, and it is organized in the following levels: 

 Level 0: Elicitation of experts, historical tsunami DB, paleotsunami DB 

 Level 1: Combination of STEPS from 1-3 

 Level 2: Quantification of uncertainty 

 Level 3: Comparison/test with tsunami records; disaggregation. 

Note that the comparison with observations will be likely possible only for a few sites in the 

Mediterranean where frequency of past events and in some cases minimum inundation extent have 

been studied, as reported by tsunami catalogues and by compilations of paleotsunamis (e.g., Maramai 

et al., 2014; Papadopoulos et al., 2014). 

2.5.5 Specifications for hazard curves, probability and hazard maps 

The outputs of TSUMAPS-NEAM will be: 

o Hazard Curves:(annual probability/rate vs MIH (Maximum Inundation Height)  

o Hazard maps for different return periods 

o Probability maps for different Intensity thresholds 

o The above for different quantiles of the epistemic uncertainty 

Preliminary choices have been made for thresholds, ranges, and other quantities concerning the hazard 

curves, and their vertical and horizontal ‘cuts’, that is, respectively: the probability corresponding to a 

given hazard intensity (the probability maps); and the hazard intensity corresponding to a fixed 

probability level or average return period (the hazard maps). 

The first decision concerns the range (and thresholds) for the MIH. These will be calculated in the range 

[0.5 – 50] meters. The lowest threshold is generally considered as the limit between the marine and 

coastal risk, for example by the NEAMTWS. The upper limit is reasonably that for which higher 

earthquake-generated tsunamis have never been observed. If the calculations show that a larger value is 

needed, the upper limit will be changed. 

The lowest annual probability level of interest is fixed at 10-5, which seems to be a reasonable choice for 

non-critical, non-nuclear regulatory concerns. Moreover, under this threshold, the contribution of non-
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seismic sources becomes likely to be more and more important for some locations. This choice will be 

further discussed with the end-users and stakeholders. 

Preliminary lists of intensity values and return periods to be used for probability and hazard maps have 

been chosen as follows: 

 0.5 – 1 – 5 – 10 – 20 m (more depending on the results) 

 100 – 1000 – 10000 years;  

Quantiles for the epistemic uncertainty (again, preliminary), are: 

 Median; 

 Mean; 

 2nd, 16th, 84th, 98th percentile. 

Until the end of the project, the dissemination of results through the Interactive Hazard Curve Tool will 

be limited to the European Commission, and to the interested reviewers only. The preliminary 

documentation of the tool is available upon request. 

More in general, it has been discussed in several meetings that particular care should be taken in 
producing specific documentation and/or clear disclaimers to clarify what the results are and what they 
aren’t; what are their possible uses or misuses; and to clearly communicate uncertainties. These, and 
other related issues also related to capacity building in the NEAM region, will be documented for the 
second review round. 
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